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In t roduct ion  
In March 1995 the first lhero-American Conference on Topology and its Applications 
(CITA) took place. Although promoted mostly by researchers from Mexico and Spain, 
it was an international meeting that attracted more than a hundred attendants from 21 
countries including seven invited speakers: Ofelia Alas (University of S~o Paulo. Brasil), 
Wistar W. Comfort (Wesleyan University, USA), Salvador Garcfa-Fer;eira (lnstituto de 
Matr:mfificas, Universidad Aat6noma de M6xico+ M6xico), Eraldo Guili (University Degli 
Studi Dell+Aquilla, Italy), Hans P. Kiinzi (University of Bern+ Switzerland). Sibe Mardegi~ 
(University of Zagreb, Croatia), Jan van Mill (Vrije Universiteit, The Netherlmgls) and 
Lawrence Narici (St. John's University, USA). 
The members of the organizing committee were: W.W. Comfort (Wesleyan University, 
USA), S. Garcfa-Ferreira (UNAM, M6xico), S. Hemfindez (Universitat Janme I, Spain), 
A. nlanes (UNAM, M6×ico), H.P. K0nzi (Bern University, Switzerland), S. Romaguern 
(Universidad Polit6cnica de Valencia, Spain), L+ Rubin (Oklahoma University, USA), 
M. Sanchis (Universitat Jaume L Spain), A. Tamariz-Maseania (UNAM, M6xico). 
Jan van Mill served as a co-editor of this special issue of Topology and its Applications, 
which constitutes of papers t'cad at the conference. 
Frnm~!.,co G hzfilez (the magician), Jorge Galindo and mainly Juan Font with his great 
effort helped to m~:ke the conference successful. 
The first CITA was supported by: Universitat Jaume I. Universidad Polit6cnica de 
Valencia, Universidad Naeional Aut6noma de M6xico, Ministerio Espafiol de Educaci6n y 
Cianeia, Consellerfa d'Edueaai6  Ci6neia de la Gener, ditat Valenciana, British Petroleum, 
Fundaei6 Caixa Castell6 (Bancaixa), Ajuntamant de Benicbssirn and Escola Suparior de 
Tecnologfa i Ci/mcies Experimantals (UJI)+ 
The papers presented in this issue were refereed aod selected in accordance with the 
usual editorial standards of this journal. 
The organizing committee is pleased to thank all the people and institutions that have 
cooperated with the development of the Meeting. 
On behalf of the organizing committee 
Salvador Hern~indez Muftoz 
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